
Not only should of Petitioners counsel, caught these issues but the prosecution as well.
Especially when almost all of the incidents mentioned earlier happened while the state
was presenting their side of the case to the jury.

when looking at the testimony and evidence that was falsified one has to Iook at who
gave that testimony, certainly had Petitioners Counsel did his job effectively the
credibility of those states witnesses would have been compromised.
Nobody can ever say what the effects those errors had on the jury. One has to think they
were extremely prejudicial towards Petitioner especially the way the prosecution
presented that falsified evidence to the jury as mentioned earlier. Without this testimony
and evidence there is a reasonable probability the outcome would have been different.
But to be effective, Petitioners counsel must get the entire discovery that they requested.
Which one of the prosecution (Al Zdraztl) personally adrnits that he withheld evidence?
(Not only does he admit it he did so in front of a notary).
But that admittance from the prosecution does not stand-alone. Rory Durkin (petitioners
counsel) also swore under oath that the state withheld evidence.
At the time of writing this petition, Petitioner still has not got to see the entire discovery
in this case' The discovery that came on the DvD was very limited and petitioner could
only look at it for a very short period of time before he had to send the DVD out due to
policies.

Had Petitioner been able to keep the DVD here, he could have proved to this court that a
lot of testimony that stemrned around the day of the search warrant was falsified. One
example is when John Mcarthur, and other Investigator testified that petitioner got served
with a search warant. At no time did Petitioner get served with a search wanant. Had
Petitioner Counsel properly went through discovery he could have proved that was
falsified along with a lot of other testimony about the search warrant issues.
The withholding of evidence is not the only area rhe state did wrong. IN trying ro ger
discovery. Petitioner personally talked to Police officers on the phone and asked thern ro
give Petitioner their investigation reports. (A lot of thern said they never made any).


